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Abstract
In this paper we analyze the effect of fixed delay
in conjunction with queueing and resequencing delay
on the optimal distribution of traffic on multiple disjoint paths. We study a system of two hosts or end
nodes, connected b y a high speed network, communicating on two virtual channels which follow disjoint
physical paths. The paths have a different number of
hops and/or physical length which leads t o a different
amount of constant delay for each of them. The variable delay on each path is modelled by a queue with
exponential service. Furthermore the destination node
delivers packets in the order they arrived at the source
node, which entails additional resequencing delay. We
find the optimal split of tra c, so as t o minimize the
total average system time &cluding the resequencing
delay). Our results show that the optimal splitting
probability may be heavily dependant on the difference
in the fixed delays on the two paths. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the effect of fixed delay on the fraction of trafic routed t o different paths.
Performance can be further improved when we do a
deterministic split of the traffic.
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Introduction

With the increase in transmission speeds, available
bandwidth is also growing steadily. ATM end nodes
might communicate with each other using multiple
parallel paths/routes constituting a single virtual circuit for various reasons. [l]presented a multiple path
approach called the string mode for use in ATM networks t o balance the load, wherein an incoming burst
was chopped into smaller subbursts and sent on multiple paths. Apart from increased efficiency for bursty
traffic, this approach also lowers the blocking probability as the total bandwidth required can be found
by splitting this requirement over a set of paths.
deals with a parallel communications scheme, and t e
advantages it offers, in the context of ATM traffic control. A channel coding scheme using multiple parallel
paths was considered in [3], which improved the fault
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tolerance of digital communication networks. One can
set up multiple parallel connections t o increase the
maximum throughput between a pair of nodes and
spreading the traffic on multiple paths [lo] or because
of the unavailability of required bandwidth on one
path.
An important issue associated with communications using multiple paths is that of resequencing. As
the traffic between a typical pair of end nodes follows
different paths, which have different speeds (available
bandwidth), packets belonging t o a session may arrive
out of order at the destination node. The packets arriving out of order may have to wait in a special buffer
called the resequencing buffer, before they can be delivered in order t o the destination process. Some additional amount of delay is incurred due t o this wait
in the resequencing buffer. In [4]-[7] several models
have been considered by researchers t o evaluate the
distribution of resequencing delay and total end-toend delay. Most of these models are of the source
node, that is at the edge of a network, or of a single
hop. The models considered differ in the number of
available channels, the arrival and the service distributions. Simulation studies in [5] have shown, in a case of
a two hop network, that for exponentially distributed
messages, the end-to-end resequencing strategy gives
smaller average resequencing delay as well as total delay than the hop-by-hop resequencing strategy. Probabilistic routing of incoming traffic to a set of parallel
queues has been considered in [8, 91 in the context of
load balancing/sharing. All these models do not take
into account the fixed delays, and hence are applicable to a system within which the fixed delay incurred
along the paths is either very small as compared to
the queuein delay or is the same for all the paths.
Recently in bo] a two node single hop network was analyzed, for routing the traffic on a per connection and
per packet basis on the two available paths. [ll] considered a system of two high speed hosts connected by
a WAN at gigabit speeds, communicating on multiple
parallel ATM virtual circuits, with the same available
bandwidth on every channel. The incoming packets
were distributed in round robin fashion, and packets
in parallel channels bypassed each other because of the
varying amount of delay in each channel.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
present the motivation for our model. Section 3 deals
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with the evaluation of the average resequencing delay
and the total end-to-end delay. The numerical results
from our analysis are reported in section 4, followed
by our conclusions in section 5.
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Motivation and Model Description

Previous resequencing models [4]-[7] of multiple
parallel paths between source and destination nodes
have concentrated on modelling network elements
which introduce variable delays. With the increase
in network bandwidth, the queueing delay is no more
a dominant factor in the total end-to-end delay [14].
In a high speed environment the fixed delay (propagation+fixed processing) along a path is often comparable to or more than typical queueing delay. So the
conventional queueing models for analyzing the optimal split of traffic on more than one disjoint paths
connecting two stations needs to be suitably modified.
We consider a simple system of two nodes that are
connected by two disjoint paths. Each of the paths
has a different amount of fixed delay which can be due
to the fact that they are of different physical length
and/or have different number of hops entailing varying amounts of propagation delay and xed processing
delay). Furthermore the available bandwidth on the
paths may also be different. We model the queueing
portion of the delay by an equivalent exponential service rate and the fixed portion of the delay by a delay
line. Notice that there can be a number of packets on
the fly in the delay line. We assume that the state information, i.e. number of customers in each queue, is
not available for routing decisions. So policies like Join
the Shortest Queue are not considered. The equivalent optimal routing problem for two heterogeneous
links, which does not take into consideration the resequencing delay, is easy to analyze, see for e.g. [13,
pp. 453-4541. The main aim of this work is to study
the effect of fixed delay on the optimal traffic split for
minimizing the total end t o end delay (including the
resequencing delay) in a high speed environment. For
analytical tractability we have modelled the arrival
process to be Poisson, though a bursty process would
be more appropriate for many source types. Here we
analyze a simple system of 2 parallel M / M / l queues
which operate at service rates p1 and p2, with Poisson arrivals at rate A. We assume a stable system
Xp < p1 and X 1 - p < p2) with infinite buffers.
&he delay lines $1 a n d Tz are connected in tandem
with server-1 and server-2 respectively. The system
schematic is shown in Figure 1. We wish to find an
optimal split of traffic with an objective of minimizing
the sum of the queueing delay and resequencing delay.
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Figure 1 . Syetem of parallel M / M / l queues with delay liner.

fixed delay than the slow path.

3.1

Evaluation of the average time spent
by a packet before arriving at the resequencing buffer

As we are doing a probabilistic splitting of the traffic, we can use simple M/M/l formulae to evaluate the
average time spent by a packet between it’s arrival into
the system to it’s arrival into the resequencing buffer.
Average time spent in the first and the second path is
given by,

The terms pXT1 and (1 - p)XT2 are due to the con:
stant delay associated with each path.

3.2 Evaluation of the Resequencing Delay
Here we find an expression for average resequencing
delay (RD) experienced by a typical customer called
the tagged customer (TC). The approach we take is
similar to the one taken in [8]. Upon arrival T C finds
n ) , which means T C finds
the system state to be ( m ,
m customers in queue-1 (comprising of buffer-1 and
server-1) and n customers in queue-2 (comprising of
buffer-2 and server-2). Now, because of the FCFS service discipline, the customers who arrive into system
after the T C cannot affect the departure time of T C
from the resequencing buffer. Hence only customers
which were in the system when T C arrived can potentially contribute to the resequencing delay it suffers.
Further, the customers which are already ahead of T C
in the queue it joins also cannot contribute to TC’s resequencing delay. This means we can find out the RD,
conditioned only on the state the T C finds the system
in, and the queue which T C joins. One can then find
the average expected value of RD by summing over all
n ) . Thus,
possible values of ( m ,

Analysis

0 0 0 0

This section deals with the evaluation of the average resequencing delay and the average time spent in
a path. There is a fixed delay of TI in the upper path
and Tz in the lower path. We consider probabilistic
splitting of traffic, with pX being routed to the first
path and (1 - p ) X takes the second path. An interesting case for study is when the fast path has more

RD =

R(m,n ) P ( m , n )

(2)

m=O n=O

R(m,n ) = pR’(m, n )

+ (1 - p ) R 2 ( mn, )

(3)

and R2(m,n)
is the RD conditioned
where R1(m,n)
on the T C joining either queue-1 or queue-2 and the
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system state being ( m ,n). P ( m ,n is the robability
( m ,n7. Thus,
that T C finds the system state t o

b,

P(m,n ) = (1 - Pl)(l - P 2 )

PT

P;

(4)

For evaluating R’(m,n) and R 2 ( m , n ) ,let us assume without loss of generality that TI T2. Introducing a delay line is equivalent t o shifting the departure processes of the two servers by TI and T2 time
units respectively. Thus, it can be seen that the RD
is only a function of the difference between TI and Tz,
and does not depend on their absolute values. The
absolute values of TI and T2 affect only the total time
required to traverse the first path and the second path
respectively. Hence, for the evaluation of RD, we can
replace the delay lines by an equivalent delay line of
value T = TI - T2 in the first path.

>

Lemma 1: The resequencing delay suffered by a customer depends only on the difference in the fixed delays associated with the paths and not on their absolute values.
Proof: The proof of this lemma is simple and is not
presented here for the sake of brevity. The detailed
proof can be found in [15].

Evaluation of R1(m,n)
If the T C joins queue-1, the system state becomes
( m 1,n). Clearly, if n = 0 then T C does not suffer
any RD. Now for T C to leave queue-1 (i.e. T C arrives
at the start of the delay line), there have to be m 1
service completions at queue-1. From the point of view
of the T C , only the departure time of the customer
who was in nth position in queue-2, at the time of it’s
arrival, is important. So if there are n or more service
completions at queue-2, during the time for m 1
service completions at queue-1, then the RD is zero.
If the number of service completions at queue-2 is i
and cy =
then,
3.2.1

+

+

-

+

for O L i < n - l a n d n > O
(6)
is the probability of m service completions at queue1, i service completions at queue-2 followed by service
completion of the TC. So there are n-i customers still
in queue-2 a t TC’s service completion, which have T
time units t o finish their service and not affect TC’s
departure. If there are customers present in queue-2,
then departures from queue-2 are Poisson with rate
p 2 . Hence, if we find exactly j Poisson points in the
interval T , then there are j additional service completions in time T . Which means the T C will have
to wait in the resequencing buffer only for n - i - j
service completions at the second server. Hence the
resequencing delay will be,

where P r ( N ( T )= j ) is the probability of finding exactly j Poisson points in the interval T , which is given
by,
( p 2 T ) j e-psT
P r ( N ( T )= j ) =
(8)
j!

3.2.2

Evaluation of R2(m,n)

Here we analyze RD, conditioned on TC’s joining
queue-2 and the system state being ( m ,n . Depending
upon the values of ( m , n ) and the num er of service
completions at queue-1, we have t o consider the following different cases.

I!

Case a ) System state ( m ,n ) , m
service completions at queue-1:

> 0 and less than m

If the T C joins queue-2, the system state becomes
( m ,n + 1). For the T C to arrive into the resequencing
buffer, there have to be n + 1 service completions at
queue-2, during which there can be i service completions at queue-1. If at least one of the m customers
is still in queue-1, then we know the expected RD
with the available information. So, if there are i (for
0 5 i 5 m - 1 and m > 0) service completions at
queue-1 then the T C will have to wait in the resequencing buffer for
T units of time. Summing
over all i, the average expected RD is given by,

+

Case b ) System state ( m , n ) ,m
service completions at queue-1 :

> 0 and exactly m

We have t o consider the case of exactly m service
completions a t queue-1 separately. This is because if
all the m customers have already finished their service
before the T C finished it’s service then the mth packet
can either be anywhere on the delay line or it might
have already left the system. In the first case the
T C suffers some RD but in the later case it does not.
Again the probability of m - 1 service completions at
queue-1, i service completions at queue-:! followed by
the mth service completion at queue-1, is given by,

So with probability q(m,i),at the instant when the
mth customer reaches the delay line, i customers from
queue-2 have already finished their service and are either in the resequencing buffer or have left the system
(for 0 5 i 5 n ) , the,n + lStbeing the TC. So there
are still n + 1 - i customers in queue-2. The T C will
suffer some RD only if the cumulative service times of
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all these n+ 1- i customers is less than T. This means
evaluating the sum of n 1 - i i.i.d. exponential random variables which we shall denote by z,conditioned
on the event that the sum is less than T .
The expected value of a random variable z (with
(n+l-i)-stage Erlang distribution with parameter p2)
conditioned on the event that x 5 T is given by,

+

customer. The RD will be,

R2'(0,n) = (T - E ( z I z 5 T ) ) P T ( Z5 T )
The density functions of z and

. + Y*+l) are,

Y(,,+~)

= (yl

(13)

+ y2 +

f n ( z ) = Xle-'I"

where

X1

(14)

= Xp.

(11)

So the units of time T C will have to wait in the resequencin buffer is given by, (T - E[zlz 5 TI) P r ( z 5
T). P r f x 5 T) is simply given by the denominator
of the above equation. Summing over all the possible
different number of service completions at queue-2, we
get the average expected RD for this case.

Convolving the above two densities we obtain the density for random variable z (for the case X 1 # p z ) to
be,

The case X1 = p2 will be considered separately. The
expression for E ( z I z 5 T ) is given by,

+

If there are n 1 service completions at queue-2, then
the T C does not suffer any RD.
Case c )

System state (0, n):

The T C can also suffer some resequencing delay if it
finds the system state t o be (0, n ) and it joins queue-2.
In such a case, the T C may have to wait for a customer
which got served on server-1 but was in the delay line
at the instance of the TC's arrival. To evaluate the
expected RD in this case, we have to know the position of the last customer in the delay line. In this
scenario, we can view the position of the last customer
on the delay line, as randomly picking a point in the
idle period of server-1. The idle duration of server-1
is exponentially distributed with parameter Xp. The
forward and the backward recurrence times [la, pp.
302-3041 in the case of a random point in an interevent
time (which is exponentially distributed with parameter Xp), are also exponentially distributed with parameter Xp. Thus the last customer has already traversed
a portion of the delay line, which can be represented
by an exponential random variable 2: with parameter
Xp. RD will be 0 if z > T , i.e. the last customer
has traversed the complete delay line. We define random variable t = (z y1+ y2
. . yn+l) where yi's
are the random variables corresponding to the service
times of customers at server-2 and z corresponds to
the portion of delay line already traversed by the last

+

+. +

and the expression for F,(T) = P r ( z

5 T ) is given by,

Rzc(O,n) can then be calculated using equations
(17), (181 and (13). Equations (16), (17) and (18) are
valid o n y for A 1 # pz. For the case XI = p2 the
distribution of z will be,
(19)
Proceeding on the same lines as above, we get,
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and

T=5,3,1

(21)
R2"(0,n ) can then be calculated using equations
(20), (21) and (13).

6

Using equations (2), (3), (7), (9), 12) and (13) we get
an expression for average expecte resequencing delay.

m=O n=O

+R2'(m,n)]P(m,n) f R2"(0,n)P(O,n))

4

I

Numerical Results and Discussion

This section discusses the numerical results based
on the analytical expressions obtained in the preceding
section. With the help of some numerical examples,
we illustrate the effect of constant delay on the fraction of traffic routed to different paths. Depending
upon the values of available bandwidth on each channel and the constant delays, we consider two different
cases (p1 = p2 and p1 # p 2 , for different values of T ) .
Interesting variations t o be considered are when the
input load can be carried by a single path and when it
cannot be carried by any one of the two paths. This
demonstrates the use of multiple paths for load balancing only and when the required bandwidth is unavailable on a single link, respectively.
The typical values of service rates we have considered are 6.25 pkts/msec, which corresponds to available bandwidth of 50 Mbps for a packet size of 1000
bytes (or 5 Mbps for a packet size of 100 bytes) and
0.625 pkts/msec which corresponds t o available bandwidth of 5 Mbps for a packet size of 1000 bytes (or
500 Kbps for a packet size of 100 bytes). The typical
value for propagation delay across North America is
around 15 msec. If we have a backbone WAN with a
fair amount of connectivity, then we assumed that the
fixed delays along the two paths can vary by 1 to 5
msec.
We observe that the splitting probability is not only
dependant on the service rates and the fixed delays on
the two paths but also on the input load. So for a
given set of p1 = X / p l , p 2 = X / p 2 and T, there exists
a value of p (0 5 p 5 l), which can be used t o split
the incoming traffic on the two available paths.

4.1

Same available bandwidth on both
paths ( p l = p2 = p ) :

Here we assume that the same amount of bandwidth is available on both paths. Let us define p =
X/(p1
p ~ ) .We
.
consider the following subcases depending upon the values of p and p.

+

4.1.a) Parameter set: p1 =
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p2

= 6.25, p = 0.5 and

In Figures 2,3 and 4 we plot the resequencing delay and the total end-to-end delay as a function of the
splitting probability. It has been shown in [8] that
for the case of equal service rates the optimal splitting probability ( p * ) is 0.5, for all the feasible values
of input load. Referring to [8], we see that for the
case p1 = p a , the resequencing delay starts increasing as we start using the second path. It reaches a
maximum value at p = 0.5 and then by symmetry it
starts decreasing again. With the presence of T in one
path, we can see that a skew is introduced in the plot
for RD. This is because the presence of T effectively
makes one path slower as compared t o the other. Also
note that as we reduce T from 5 to 1, the peak in RD
approaches p = 0.5. The p* is quite different than
that in [8], i.e. 0.5. As expected, we can notice from
these figures that the value of p* is approaching 0.5
as we reduce T from 5 t o 1. Notice that for higher
values of fixed delays the value of p* is as low as 0.075
(for T = 5, implying the use of a single path to carry
most of the load). There is a significant improvement
in the end-to-end delay values at optimalp (p* over
the value at p = 0.5 (i.e. p* with T = 0 as in [8 ).

I

4.1.b) Parameter set: p1 = p~ = 6.25, p = 0.45 and

T=l

Figure 5 depicts the plot of p versus total delay, for
the case in which each of the paths can carry the load
individually. We get an improvement in end-to-end
delay when we do a traffic split. Notice that the total
delay at p* is better than the values of total delay if
we route all the traffic to a single path ( p = 1) or if
we split traffic according to [8], i.e. using p* = 0.5. It
was also noticed that the presence of T = 5 and T = 3
makes one path so much slower than the other, that
we do not get much improvement by doing a traffic
split. For these cases the reduction in the time spent
on the other path, only marginally outweighs the resequencing delay introduced by splitting the traffic.
4.l.c) Parameter set:
and T = 5 , 3

p1

= p2 = 0.625, p = 0.375

If the service rates are reduced by a factor of 10
(i.e. p1 = p2 = 0.625), then the effect of T is less
pronounced for the same value of p, i.e. 0.5 (as in case
4.1.a). Though p* is still different from 0.5, there is
no significant improvement in the value of total delay
at p* over the value at p = 0.5. If we reduce the value
of p to 0.375, then the value of p* drifts further away
from 0.5. This is shown in Figures 6 and 7.
If we reduce the service rates further by a factor
of 10 i.e. p1 = p 2 = 0.0625 (typical for the current
generation packet switched networks), then the effect
of T is negligible for the values of p = 0.5, 0.375 and
0.25, with T ranging up to 5 ms.
The examples above demonstrate the effect of T on
the fraction of traffic routed t o a path. It is also seen
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that the changes in the values of end-to-end delays
were dependant on the set (A, p and T ) . The presence
of T effectively makes one of the paths slower than
the other. Therefore for higher service rates and p ,
more traffic gets routed to the path without T (4.1.a
and 4.1.b). Also if both the paths can individually
carry the load, then high values of T might keep the
slow path unused as noted in 4.l.c. We noticed that
for some values of T , p1 and p 2 , the optimal routing strategy is to send all the traffic on one path. One
would still want to do a traffic split in the above case if
the cost criteria were not to minimize delay (including
the resequencing delay) but t o increase fault tolerance
or to do an even spread of traffic.
Using simulation studies we also show that the endto-end delay values can be further improved upon by
a deterministic split of the incoming traffic. We define
a period of a deterministic schedule ( N = n1 n z )
to be a sequence of consecutive 722 packets to be sent
on one path followed by nl packets to the other path.
As N increases, we noted that the queueing delay increased but the resequencing delay decreased. So one
has to choose the period so as to gain in the above
tradeoff. n l / N is chosen to be close to p * . We observed that for a different set of input parameters and
split probability, we get different values of N for better performance. The dependance of N on the above
parameters, as well as a determination of the optimal
schedule needs to be further investigated. .

+

4.2

Different available bandwidth on the
two paths:

Another interesting case for study is when the available bandwidth on both the links is different and the
fast link also has more fixed delay. In this case also the
constant delay on a path plays a major role in evaluating the quality of the path. It was also observed
in 81, that for any given utilization more traffic needs
to e sent to the fast server. Referring to the plot of
p* as a function of CY = p l / p z in [8], it is seen that
for the values of LY = 2 and 4, all the traffic is routed
t o the path with more bandwidth for values of p up
to 0.3 and 0.55 respectively. This study shows that
in high speed WANs even if there is more available
bandwidth on a path, it may still not be used as the
primary path (i.e. path which carries the most of input load). We illustrate this effect with the help of
Figures 8 and 9. The parameter set for these plots is
(A = 2.8125, p1 = 6.25, pz = 3.125 and T = 3 , l ) .
Here, for T = 3, most of the load is carried by the
path with p 2 = 3.125.

b

and T = 5 , 3 , 1 , no significant improvement was noticed in the delay values over those with using p* as
in [8].
The last case which we consider is that of the slow
path having more fixed delay than the fast path. In
this case also the routing decisions are affected by the
amount of constant delay on the slow path. Consider
a parameter set of (A = 5.625, p1 = 3.125, p2 = 6.25
and T = 3 , l ) . It can be seen from Figure 11, that
for the value of T = 3, we do not use the slow path
at all. For T = 1 we get an improved performance by
doing path splitting. Again referring t o [8] for this set
of parameters the value of p* is 0.25 for T = 0. For
T = 1, we get a slight improvement in the value for
end-to-end delay over values at p = 0 (no splitting)
and at p = 0.25.

5

Conclusions

With the increase in network speeds the fixed delay
has become comparable to the queueing delay, hence
it can no longer be ignored while evaluating routing
policies which take resequencing delays into account.
In this paper we have develo ed a model which takes
into account the fixed delay gropagation delay+fixed
processing) along a path. We have studied the effect of
fixed delay on the optimal split of traffic. The results
indicate that the optimal split is very much dependant
on the difference in the fixed delays on the two paths,
in addition to the bandwidth available on the paths.
Simulation studies show that the end-to-end delay values can be further reduced if the traffic is distributed
deterministically.
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Figure 4. Splitting Probability Vs. Delay
Parameters:
X = 6.25 p i = 6.25 p 2 = 6.25 Ti = 1 T2 = 0
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Figure 5. Splitting Probability Vs. Delay
Parameters:
X = 5.625 pi = 6.25 p 2 = 6.25 Ti = 1 T2 = 0

Figure 2. Splitting Probability Vs. Delay
Parameters:
X = 6.25
= 6.25 p 2 = 6.25 Ti = 5 T2 = 0
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Figure 9. Splitting Probability Vs. Delay
Parameters:
X = 2.8125 p1 = 6.25 p 2 = 3.125 Ti = 1 T2 = 0

Figure 6. Splitting Probability Vs. Delay
Par amet ers:
X = .46875 p1 = .625 p2 = ,625 Ti = 5 T2 0
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Figure 10. Splitting Probability Vs. Delay
Par amet ers :
X = 1.5625
= 6.25 p2 = 1.5625 Ti = 5 T2 = 0

Figure 7. Splitting Probability Vs. Delay
Parameters:
= .46875 pi = .625 p2 = .625 Ti = 3 T2 = 0
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Figure 11. Splitting Probability Vs. Delay
Parameters:
X = 5.625
= 3.125 p2 = 6.25 Ti = 3 , l T2 = 0

Figure 8. Splitting Probability Vs. Delay
Parameters:
= 2.8125 pi = 6.25 p2 = 3.125 Ti = 3 T2 = 0
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